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During war, the primary task of IAB Ukraine as an

industrial organization is to correctly assess the degree

of negative impact of the hostilities on the digital

industry. To do this, we are launching the Barometer

project, which aims periodical measurements of the

current state of affairs in the digital industry. The results

of the survey will allow tracking the dynamics of change,

as well as developing, adopting and implementing

measures to help market players and their employees,

as well as find ways to support Ukrainian businesses.
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IAB Ukraine expresses its sincere gratitude to Kantar Ukraine for 

assistance in preparing questionnaires and analytical conclusions
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Methodology
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Here is the second wave of survey of the IAB Ukraine Digital 

industry Barometer during war period in Ukraine, 2022. This 

is a survey of the current state and forecasts of advertiser, 

platforms and agencies of the interactive advertising market.

The research was conducted through a targeted online 

survey of market players. The period is April 2022.

The survey involved 38 representatives of advertising 

agencies and platforms and 27 representatives of 

advertisers.



DIGITAL AGENCIES AND 

PLATFORMS
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IAB Ukraine expresses its sincere gratitude to all participants of the project
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[isdgroup]

Агенція комунікацій ВАРТО

МОКО

ТОВ ТМГУ

Admixer Advertising

Adtelligent Inc.

AIR Brands

Artjoker

Carat

Dentsu Media

Doris

INCREATE

iplace

iProspect Ukraine

Isobar Ukraine

MediaCom Ukraine

MGID

MixDigital Ukraine

NEOS

New Line Communication

New Strategies Group

OM OMD Group

PlanNet (Serviceplan Group)

Postmen

Promodo

Publicis Groupe

Publicis Ukraine

Rakuten Advertising 

Recreativ (РА "Рекреатив")

Sasquatch Digital

Sense Production, e-commerce 

agency

Solar Digital

Sparkle Design

Twiga Digital Ukraine

Vizeum Ukraine

VPoint

WAVEMAKER 

Webpromo



If you interrupted the company's commercial operations after 24.02, did you 

resume commercial activities?

45%
42%

8%

3%3%

Yes, partiallyDid not interrupt
work

Yes, completelyNo, not resumedOther

April

45% of surveyed advertising agencies partially resumed work after the 

break. The recovery rate has increased compared to March - only 3% 

have not yet resumed operations.
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29%
27%

18%18%

9%

Yes, but have
already resumed

work

Yes, but we plan
to resume work

soon

NoYes, and the work
was not resumed

Other

March
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4% 4% 4%

0% 1-10% 11-25% 25-50% 51-75% 76-100%

April March

How would you estimate the level of commercial load of your company in 

April 2022 compared to January 2022?

In April, there was an increase in commercial traffic among representatives of 

advertising agencies compared to low traffic in March. There are no agencies with a 

workload of less than 10%.
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How would you rate the level of advertising activity of your company 

in April 2022 compared to January 2022?
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45%

13%
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33%
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2%

11%

2%

0% 1-10% 11-25% 25-50% 51-75% 76-100%

April March

In April, there was a significant resumption of advertising activity of agencies 

and platforms - most respondents reported a level of activity at 10-25%.



When do you expect your company's resumption to be at least 75% 

compared to January 2022?

About half (45%) of surveyed advertising agencies expect to resume 

operations at 75% in the second half of 2022.
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27%

13% 13%

Already resumed
work / April

May June 3rd quarter of 2022 4th quarter of 2022 in 2023 or later Difficult to answer

Квітень Березень



What additional activities did you have to take to support your business 

compared to March? What did you do in April?

In order to support the business, in April the companies were additionally 

forced to reduce their salaries, cancel and reduce the amount of 

bonuses.
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staff
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bank loan
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When do you expect your company's advertising activity to resume?

About a quarter of advertising agencies and platforms resumed advertising 

activity in April, while more than 40% expect to resume no earlier than the 

second half of 2022.
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24%
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26%

13%

3%

24%
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27%

16%
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18%

Renewed in April /
April

May June 3rd quarter of 2022 4th quarter of 2022 in 2023 or later Difficult to answer

April March



When do you expect to plan to completely close the payment for the acts of 

work performed for December 2021-March 2022?

Almost half (42%) of the surveyed advertising agencies and platforms have 

fulfilled their financial obligations under the acts of work performed for December 

2021-March 2022. The rest plan to pay by the end of 2022.
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42%

13%
11%

6%

13%

5%

33%

16%

13%
11%
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Are you planning to apply to Head office to get money to pay for advertising 

campaigns in December-March?
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45%

34%

11%

5%
3% 3%

49%

18%
16%

11%

2%
4%

No head office No Already applied Yes There is no possibility
to receive such funds

Other Haven't thought about
it yet

April March

Half of the surveyed advertising agencies do not have head offices, as a 

result they are not able to receive support for the payment of advertising 

campaigns for December 2021-March 2022. A third did not apply, and only 

11% applied.



If you approached the head office, how useful was the help of the head 

office to pay for advertising campaigns?

All advertising agencies among the respondents who applied to the head 

office have already received assistance to pay for advertising campaigns or 

will receive it in the near future.
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100%



Attitude to debt for advertising campaigns

29% of representatives of advertising agencies have already fulfilled their 

financial obligations, another third will pay within the terms of the contract.
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29%

32%

13%

8%

18%

53%

13%

16%
18%

Already paid Will pay under
 the contract

Will pay
 in 1-3 months "

Will pay
 in 3-6 months

Will not pay Other

April March



Attitude to debt for advertising campaigns
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"We make payments after receiving payment from customers"

Specialized unit of network holding

"There are already paid, there are frozen for the near future and we pay for the current work under the contract"

Local digital agency

"Synchronized with customer payments"

Media unit of network holding

"There was no such debt"

Production, e-commerce agency

"We paid our debts on time. Most customers have either paid or have good reasons like ruined production. We deal with  

unscrupulous advertising agencies that do not pay and customers who work but refer to martial law and refuse to pay.

Advertising agency

"We depend on customer payments and pay in mirror with them. Most clients have frozen the repayment of payments for 

our projects - we are waiting for their payment and pay the contractors immediately "

Advertising agency



Did you succeed to engage foreign clients after 24.02.?

Almost half (45%) of surveyed advertising agencies managed to attract 

foreign clients.
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8%

37%

45%

Did not try to engage No Yes



Did your company participate in the information resistance?

92% of surveyed advertising agencies and platforms participated in one form 

or another in the information resistance.

19

8%

45%

61%

79%

No, did not participate Yes, participated in funding Yes, participated in the
development of creative

Yes, participated in the placement
/ purchase of inventory



If your company participated in the information resistance, indicate the 

estimated budget (in UAH) that was spent on the information resistance

At least 19 million hryvnias (=626 478 USD)  were spent by the surveyed 

advertising agencies and platforms on information resistance.
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>626 478 USD*

*average exchange rate for the period 24.02-30.04 - 1USD = 30.44UAH



Location of the critical infrastructure of your business

71% of advertising agencies and platforms report that critical business 

infrastructure is outside the combat zone, and 29% - partially in the combat 

zone.

21

3%

26%

71%

In the combat zone Partially located in the combat zone Outside the combat zone



Specify the percentage of your company's staff in January/April

During the war, representatives of Ukrainian advertising agencies and 

platforms lost an average of 7% of employees.
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93%



Indicate the percentage of employees at the place of work from 24.02

More than 85% of employees of advertising agencies and platforms were 

forced to change the location of their workplace: 62% moved to Ukraine, 

23% went abroad.
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15%

23%

62%

Work at the usual place of work Moved abroad Relocated to Ukraine and work remotely



Indicate the percentage of employees of your company who work in 

Ukrainian and foreign offices

The vast majority (81%) of employees of advertising agencies and platforms 

continue to work in Ukrainian offices.
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19%

81%

To foreign offices To the Ukrainian office



ADVERTISERS
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IAB Ukraine expresses its sincere gratitude to all participants of the project
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Альберо

АСБІС - Україна

Ашан

Ковальсьска

Нова пошта

Польфарма

Софарма

ТОВ "Кіноманія"

ТОВ "Порше Україна"

ТОВ Груп СЕБ Україна

ТОВ Епіцентр К

ТОВ МІРОПЛАСТ

Українська Автомобільна

Корпорація

American Beauty International 

Bolt

Dream Family

Glovo

KAN development

KRKA

Mastercard 

Miele

OLX Україна

TehnoEzh

Webpromoexperts

Winner Automotive

Winner Imports Ukraine



If you interrupted the company's commercial operations after 24.02, did you 

resume commercial activities?

44%

30%

15%

7%
4%

Yes, partiallyDid not interrupt
work

Yes, completelyNo, not resumedOther

April

Among the advertisers surveyed, the percentage of those who did not 

resume business decreased from 36% to 7%.

The vast majority (> 90%) continue to work or resume commercial work 

in whole or in part.
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36%

29%29%

4%4%

Yes, and the
work was not

resumed

Yes, but work
has already

resumed

NoYes, but we plan
to resume work

soon

Other

March



The main changes in the market of interactive advertising
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"The company conducts business in accordance with the instructions of the head office. D2C (direct-to-

consumer) projects are temporarily suspended. "

Advertiser 2

"We set up our own advertising campaigns"

Advertiser 1



How would you estimate the level of commercial load of your company in 

April 2022 compared to January 2022?

The percentage of advertisers without commercial traffic has decreased significantly. 

At most levels of workload, there is an increase in performance.

29

4%

33%

15%

26%

19%

4%

26% 26%

7%

26%

11%

4%

0% 1-10% 11-25% 25-50% 51-75% 76-100%

April March



How would you rate the level of advertising activity of your company in April 

2022 compared to January 2022?

30

33%

37%

19%

11%

59%

22%

15%

4%

0% 1-10% 11-25% 25-50%

April March

Since April, there has been a gradual increase in advertising activity among 

advertisers compared to January, but the level of activity of more than 50% 

has still not been overcome.



When do you expect your company's resumption to be at least 75% 

compared to January 2022?

Only 4% of advertisers surveyed resumed work at 75%. The majority (63%) 

expect a resumption in the second half of 2022.

31

4% 4%
7%

41%

22%

11%

19%

7% 7%

15%

7%
4%

59%

Renewed in April /
April

May June 3rd quarter of 2022 4th quarter of 2022 In 2023 or later Difficult to answer

Квітень Березень



What additional activities did you have to take to support your business 

compared to March? What did you do in April?

Additional measures that advertisers had to resort to in April were salary 

cuts, the abolition of bonuses and the suspension of payments on debt 

contracts. Individual events are in the lead.
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52%

37%

30%
26%

15%
11%

4%
0%

Reduction of
salary

Cancellation
of bonuses

OtherTermination
of payments

to debt
obligations

and
contracts

Reduction of
bonuses

Dismissal of
staff

Refusal of
the leased

office

Obtaining a
bank loan
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44%

26%
22%

19%

11%11%
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Termination
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to debt
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and
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Dismissal of
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office

Obtaining a
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When do you expect your company's advertising activity to resume?

33

19%

7%

4%

19%

15%

11%

26%

11%

19%

4%

7%

4%

7%

48%

Renewed in April /
April

May June 3rd quarter of 2022 4th quarter of 2022 In 2023 or later Difficult to answer

April March

19% of advertisers surveyed resumed advertising activity in April, 34% 

expect to resume in the second half of 2022, and 26% can not determine the 

deadline.



When do you expect to plan to completely close the payment for the acts of 

work performed for December 2021-March 2022?

Half (52%) of the advertisers surveyed have already fulfilled their financial 

obligations under the acts of work performed for December 2021-March 

2022. The rest plan to pay by the end of 2022.
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52%

15%

11%

4% 4%

15%

30%

15%

4%

7%

4%

41%

Already paid / April May June 3rd quarter of 2022 4th quarter of 2022 In 2023 or later Difficult to answer

April March



Are you planning to apply to the head offices to receive funds to pay for 

advertising campaigns in December-March?
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26% 26%

15%

7%

4%
3% 3%

37%

33%

15%

7% 7%

No head office No Already applied Yes There is no possibility
to receive such funds

Other Haven't thought about
it yet

April March

A quarter of the advertisers surveyed do not have head offices, and therefore, 

as a result, are not able to receive support to pay for advertising campaigns for 

December 2021-March 2022. 15% have already applied to head offices, a 

quarter do not plan to apply.



If you approached the head office, how useful was the help of the head 

office to pay for advertising campaigns?

8%

25%

67%

Head office partially helped / will help with
payment

Head office has not yet responded Head office fully helped / will help with
payment

The majority (67%) of advertisers who have applied to the head office have already 

received or will receive assistance to pay for advertising campaigns.

8% of the head offices of the surveyed advertisers provide partial assistance.

25% of advertisers are still waiting for a response from head offices.
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Attitude to debt for advertising campaigns

The majority (59%) of advertisers have already fulfilled their financial 

obligations, 30% plan to pay within 6 months or under the terms of the 

contract.
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59%

7%

19%

4%

11%

41%

19%

11%

30%

Already paid Will pay under
 the contract

Will pay
 in 1-3 months "

Will pay
 in 3-6 months

Will not pay Other

April March



Attitude to debt for advertising campaigns
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"We will be able to pay after receiving funds from partners (clients) for services that we in turn advertised"

Advertiser 2

"Payments are made according to the payment schedule in installments to each partner"

Advertiser 1



Did you succeed to engage foreign clients after 24.02.?

Only 11% of advertisers surveyed managed to attract foreign customers. 

Half did not try, 41% failed to do so.
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11%

41%

48%

Yes No Did not try to engage



Did your company participate in the information resistance?

The vast majority of surveyed advertisers participated in information 

resistance - financially (59%), in the placement/purchase of inventory (41%) 

and in the development of creative (33%).
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33% 33%

41%

59%

Yes, participated in the
development of creative

No, did not participate Yes, participated in the placement
/ purchase of inventory

Yes, participated in funding



If your company participated in the information resistance, indicate the 

estimated budget (in UAH) that was spent on the information resistance

At least 17.7 million hryvnias (= 582 129 USD) were spent by interviewed 

advertisers on information resistance.
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>582 129 USD*

*average exchange rate for the period 24.02-30.04 - 1USD = 30.44UAH



Location of the critical infrastructure of your business

70% of advertisers have critical business infrastructure partially in the war 

zone, 26% outside the war zone, and 4% in the war zone.
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4%

26%

70%

In the combat zone Outside the combat zone Partially located in the combat zone



Specify the percentage of your company's staff in January/April

During the war, representatives of Ukrainian advertising agencies and 

platforms lost an average of 12% of employees, remaining:

43

88%



Indicate the percentage of employees at the place of work from 24.02

More than half (53%) of advertisers were relocated to Ukraine and worked 

remotely, 27% remained at their usual place of work, and 20% were forced 

to go abroad.
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20%

27%

53%

Moved abroad Work at the usual place of work Relocated to Ukraine and work remotely



Indicate the percentage of employees of your company who work in 

Ukrainian and foreign offices

The vast majority (96%) of advertisers continue to work in Ukrainian offices, 

the remaining 4% cooperate with foreign offices.
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4%

96%

To foreign offices To the Ukrainian office



CONCLUSIONS
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Conclusions
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In April, there was a significant increase in the commercial workload of advertising agencies and 

advertisers: there are no agencies with a workload of less than 10%; the share of advertisers without 

commercial congestion decreased from 26% to 4%.

Advertising agencies and advertisers mostly continue to work in Ukrainian offices, but the share of foreign 

clients in advertising agencies is significantly higher than in advertisers - 45% VS 11%.

Both among advertising agencies and advertisers, the share of those who take individual measures to 

optimize the situation and support the business is growing. Among advertising agencies, the share of those 

who are forced to reduce salaries has increased.

42% of advertising agencies have fulfilled their financial obligations for December-March, the rest plan to 

pay by the end of 2022. For advertisers, this figure is even higher: 52% have already paid for the acts, 59% 

have paid for the services of advertising campaigns.

Optimism about the resumption of work is growing, it is higher among advertisers: 45% of advertising agencies 

expect to resume operations at 75% in the second half of 2022, among advertisers such 63%.

Business is gradually recovering - more than 90% of both advertising agencies and advertisers are either 

continuing or resuming work in whole or in part. The pace of recovery is growing.



Stand with Ukraine!


